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jette v - a simple craft project. Tape a sheet of
paper on a wall in a semi-darkenedroom and project light to
cover the paper. Seat the person to be silhouetted between
the light and paper so a profile is projected on the paper.
Trace the profile then cut out the image using craft scissors
withrounded tips.
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Kids, try this easy-to
Kids, whether for birthdays.

Christmas or other special days,
silhouette art of your friends or
other family members is an easy-
to-make, inexpensive gift that will
be cherished by moms, dads and
grandparents.

Creating silhouette art is a craft
project that doesn’t require ar-
tistic skills, a project that yon can
do with little assistance.

Tape a sheet of paper on the wall
in a semi-darkened room. Project
a light to cover the paperarea The
best image is obtained by using a
small high-intensity desk or
similar type of lamp that projects
light to a small area

Seat your child (or mom, dad,
grandma or grandpa) between the
light and the paper so their profile
is projected onto the paper. If dark
paper is used, trace the profile
with chalk. For light paper use a
darkpencil or crayon

Now you can go to work. After
the outline is done, cut out the
image with a pair of craft scissors
with rounded tips.

Mount the silhouette on a piece of
paper If the silhouette is dark,
select a contrasting paper color
such as white, beige or a pastel.
Select a frame to complementyour
decor. Frame the silhouette and it
will have a personalized look that
will become a cherishedkeepsake
ready to be displayed as a wall
hanging oratopa table.
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make gift

Mounted on contrasting paper and framed, the silhouette
makes an attractivefamily gift that will be admired for years.
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